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The full list I provided you has all sorts of information about why you need a particular item and explains some of 
your options. I thought that a simple checklist would be useful as well! 

Specialty Reagents 
 36oz/4 cups/1 kg/1000 ml Soda Ash 
  2 oz/57 g  of the following 7 Procion MX Fiber Reactive Dyes 

Triad Name Code Color Index Name Dharma's name PROchem's name 

Brights yellow MX-8G yellow 86 PR1 lemon yellow #108 sun yellow 

red MX-5B red 2 PR12 light red #305 mixing red 

turquoise MX-G blue 140 PR25 turquoise #410 Turquoise 

Naturals yellow MX-GR yellow 7 PR3 golden yellow #112 Tangerine yellow 

red MX-8B Red 11 PR13 fuchsia red # 308 fuchsia 

blue MX-G blue 163 PR23 cerulean blue #406 intense blue 

For shades and tones you’ll need a black. I use PROchem, 
since blacks are mixes, not single hues, there’s not a direct 
match at Dharma. It’s not a big deal to use another black, 
pick one and keep it constant!  

PR250 Jet Black #609 Deep Black 

Fabric 
 10-20 yards/meters of bleached PFD Fabric  
 60” square of heavier white fabric (home dec weight or felt) for the backing of the “Candiotic Table” 
 5 yards fusible webbing (like wonder under) 
 2-3 Sheets of Fusible Ink-Jet-Printable Fabric 

Specialized Tools 
 Scale 
 Blender 

Other Tools 
 18 small-ish plastic containers (recycled dairy  containers are perfect) 
 5-10 Larger plastic containers for dyeing greater than 1 yard of fabric (dishpans/kitty litter pans ) 
 3 buckets for rinsing  (5 & 10 gallon buckets) 
 7 secure containers for dye (I use recycled water bottles with “sports squirter tops”) 
 Various sizes of liquid measuring tools. I suggest: 

 (3) 1-2 ml syringes   
 (3) 5 ml syringes   
 (3) 10 ml syringes 
 25 ml Graduated Cylinder 
 50 ml Graduated Cylinder 
 100 ml Graduated Cylinder 
 250 ml/1 cup measure 
 1000 ml/4 cup measure 

 3-6 Containers that hold ~ 500 ml/2 cups to hold mixed dyes. (Large disposable cups) 
 Many small, light containers to measure dye powder and hold small amounts of mixed dyes (bath cups) 
 7 Small spoons to scoop dye powder 
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Fabric processing 
 Rotary cutter and mat 
 Pinking Rotary cutter (optional, but it decreases the amount of tangling threads during washout 
 Synthrapol or laundry detergent without bleach 
 Tyvec for labels (recycle mailing envelopes 
 Stapler 
 3 colors of water proof markers, red, black and blue  
 Iron & ironing board 
 Microwave (optional)  
 Clock/timer 
 3-ring binder 

Safety Supplies 
 Latex/rubber gloves 
 Particulate filter mask 
 Apron/old clothes 
 Dye measuring box 
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